
I’ve Got No Time

EXCERPT FROM THE COMMENTARY ON THE SHURANGAMA SUTRA BY MASTER HSUAN HUA
ENGLISH TRANSLATED BY THE INTERNATIONAL TRANSLATION INSTITUE

The Heaven of the Four Kings is the heaven closest 
to us, located halfway up Mount Sumeru, as 

explained in the Buddhist sutras. It does not reach the 
peak of Mount Sumeru. The four great heavenly kings 
are the eastern heavenly king, the southern heavenly 
kings, the western heavenly king, and the northern 
heavenly king. The life span of beings in the Heaven 
of the Four Kings is 500 years; after 500years, they are 
destined to fall, and the fi ve marks of decay appear as 
I explained earlier. A day and a night in the Heaven 
of the Four Kings is equivalent to 50 years among 
people. “How is this?” you ask.

I’ll give you an example to help you understand. 
If we feel very happy on a given day, the day passes 
without our even being aware of it. We feel the day 
was very short. All of us are like that. Because it is 
blissful in the heavens, a day and night there is equal 
to 50 years among people.

Why is 50 years such a long time in the realm 
of people? In the realm of people there is continual 
disturbance and affl iction, suffering and diffi culty, 
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fi ghting and quarrelling. People are busy from morning to 
night, and they don’t have any idea what they are doing. They 
are like fl ies in the air fl ying north, south, east, and west without 
knowing what they are doing. You haven’t any bliss here. So the 
time is very long.

Then again, a day and a night among people is equivalent to 
50 years in the hells, because the pain and suffering in the hells 
is so intense, and so the beings there feel the time is extended. 
From this you should understand that time is neither short nor 
long. Earlier a disciple asked me, “What is time?” I haven’t any 
time. There is no time. Time is just each person’s individual 
awareness of long and short; that is all.

 If you are happy every day, 50 years can go by and you 
won’t feel it has been a long time. If one’s life is very blissful, if 
one has no worries, anxieties, anger, or affl ictions, one’s entire 
life seems but a short time- -the blink of an eye. Ultimately, 
time is nothing more than a distinction based upon each 
person’s awareness. When I said I haven’t any time, it can mean 
that I don’t perceive time, that I’m so busy that I don’t perceive 
time, and that I’m not intent upon perceiving it -- these three 
meanings.


